In this paper we establish the definition of the generalized inverse A ( -f' s which is a {2) inverse of a matrix A with prescribed image T and kernel 5 over an associative ring, and give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the generalized inverse A^'f and some explicit expressions for A^'f of a matrix A over an associative ring, which reduce to the group inverse or (1} inverses. In addition, we show that for an arbitrary matrix A over an associative ring, the Drazin inverse A d , the group inverse A s and the Moore-Penrose inverse A\ if they exist, are all the generalized inverse A^\.
Introduction
It is a well known that, over the field of complex numbers, the Moore-Penrose inverse, the Drazin inverse, the group inverse and so on, are all the generalized inverse A^s, which is a {2} inverse of a matrix A with prescribed range T and null space S (see [2, 10] ). Y. Wei in [11] gave an explicit expression for the generalized inverse /4 ( r 2) s which reduces to the group inverse. There are some results on generalized inverses of matrices, such as the Drazin inverse, the group inverse and the Moore-Penrose inverse, over an associative ring (see, for example, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). These results include necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of these generalized inverses. In [8] , Corollary 1 implies that over an associative ring, a von Neumann regular matrix A has a group inverse if and only if A 2 A a) + I -AA (1) Yaoming Yu and Guorong Wang [2] similar results about the Moore-Penrose inverse and the Drazin inverse appeared in [6, 7] . This is a motivation for our research. Throughout this paper, R denotes an associative ring with identity 1 and R my " denotes the set ofm x n matrices over R. In particular, we write R m for /? mxl and M n {R) for .ft"*", the ring of square n x n matrices over R. By a module we mean a right /?-module. If S is an /?-submodule of an /?-module M then we write S c M.
Let A e /?'"*". We denote the image of A (that is {Ax\x e /?"}) by R(A) and the kernel of A (that is {x e R n \Ax = 0}) by N(A). An m x n matrix A over R is said to be von Neumann regular if there exists an n x m matrix X over R such that (1) AXA = A.
In this case X is called a {1} inverse of A and is denoted by A ( l ) . An n x /; matrix A over R is said to be Drazin invertible if for some positive integer k there exists a matrix X over R such that
If X exists then it is unique and is called the Drazin inverse of A and denoted by A d .
If k is the smallest positive integer such that X and A satisfy (2), (3) and (4), then it is called the Drazin index and denoted by k=lnd(A). If k = 1 then /4 rf is denoted by A g and is called the group inverse of A.
Let * be an involution on the matrices over R. Recall that an m x n matrix A over R is said to be Moore-Penrose invertible (with respect to *) if there exists an n x m matrix X such that (1) and (3) s . In Section 3, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the generalized inverse A ( j'f. In Section 4 we study some explicit expressions for Aj'f of a matrix A over an associative ring, which reduce to the group inverse or {1} inverses, and some equivalent conditions for the existence of A^]\ This homomorphism can be represented by a matrix with respect to the standard basis of R", since the module R" is free. The symbol P L M is used to denote the matrix as well.
About P L .M, we have the following results, whose proof is analogous to that over the field of complex numbers. Because R m and R" are both free modules, there exists a matrix of the homomorphism X with respect to the standard bases of R m and R", and we write X for the matrix as well. It is easy to see that R(X) = T and N(X) = 5 by AT 0 S = R'".
For every y e R m = AT ® S we have y = . Vi + Vi where >| 6/47, y 2 € S. Then
This implies that XAX = X. Now we prove the uniqueness. Suppose that X, and X 2 both satisfy (2.1). Then X\A and AX 2 are idempotent matrices of order m and « respectively, and
is called the generalized inverse which is a {2} inverse of a matrix A over R with prescribed image T and kernel S if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in Theorem 2.2, and is denoted by A^s.
By (2.2), we have that
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THEOREM 2.4. Let Abe a matrix over R. IfA™ s exists and there exists a matrix G over R satisfying R{G) = T and N(G) = S then there exists a matrix W over R such that
(2.4) GAGW = G,(2.
R(A*) = R{A*A) = R((A'A)*) = R(A*A U ) = N(A') = N(AA^) = N((AAy) = N(A'*A*) = N(A*), and N(A) = N(A'A).
Since AA^ and A* A are idempotent, we have
and
N(A) n R(A*) = N(A*A) n R(A*A) = {0}
by [ (ii) Firstly, we shall show that
for any positive integer I > k. Since
It is easy to obtain inductively that R(
, exists and AR^)^^^ = A d by Theorem 2.2. (iii) Take A: = 1 in (ii).
• If these conditions are satisfied then X is unique. [7] The generalized inverse j4 
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If the generalized inverse A (^s satisfies A A£5 A = A then it is called the generalized inverse which is a {1,2} inverse of a matrix A over R with prescribed image T and kernel S, and is denoted by
R(XA), R(AX).
R(AX) = R(A).
So By [1, Lemma 5.6] and the four equations above, we reach (ii). By Theorem 2.2, X is unique.
•
The next result is concerning the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.1. 
(i) N(A)DT = {0}andR(A)DS= {0}, (ii) dim(7") = p(A) anddim(S) = m -dim(7).
PROOF. Suppose that (i) holds and let the columns of U be a basis of T. From the proof of [13, Theorem 2], we have dim(7) = dim(A7) = p(AU) < p(A) and dim(S) = m -dim(7). By Theorem 3.2, AT = R(A).
Thus there exists a matrix X over R such that A = AUX. Thus p(A) < p(At/) = dim(A7). Therefore p(A) = dimAr = dim(7).
Conversely, suppose that (ii) holds. We have that dim(7") = dim(AT) from the proof of [ 
Explicit expressions for A^'f
We now consider some explicit expressions for A^'^\ which reduce to the group inverse or {1} inverses. Firstly we shall prove the following lemma. In the proof, we use the following fact. A in M n (R).
The proof of the converse is analogous.
• Next we shall show the main result of this section. The following theorem not only shows some explicit expressions for A { j'f which reduce to the group inverse or {1} inverses, but also gives some equivalent conditions for the existence of A^'f. Yaoming Yu and Guorong Wang [ 10] When these conditions are satisfied we have we have A{G -GAX) = 0 and then
Using (4.6) and (4.7), we have N(G) [11] The generalized inverse A^s 433
To show that (iii) implies (i), we use Theorem 2.4 to obtain 
By Theorem 3.1, R(A)DN(G) = {0} and N(A) D R(G) = {0} and so
,G and (4.4). Next we will prove (4.2). Since
GAG is von Neumann regular and then
So we obtain
Since A^'^ N(C) exists, using (2.4) and (4.11), it follows that
Let Z = G(G/1G) (1) G. Using (4.11) and (4.12), it easily follows that ZAZ = Z, A (GA(GA) 0) GA) = A(GA) (1) GA.
AZA = A, R(Z) = R{G) and N(Z) = N(G
Using (4.13), we deduce that (AG) <1) A(GA) (]) is a {1} inverse of GAG. Therefore, using (4.2), we obtain (4.3).
• REMARK 2. By (4.4), we can compute A^'^ N(C) using U or V. [13]
The generalized inverse A [15]
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